Robotics Program

Dear Parents,

Over the past 20 years Chess Kids has helped nearly 500,000 students achieve their learning outcomes faster and more effectively. Put simply, our programs make kids smarter!

From 2014 onwards we are expanding our range of programs and offering additional programs which are equally stimulating and engaging for our students.

The business name will slowly transition from Chess Kids to Kids Unlimited as these programs take off in schools and in our Education Centers. However, while the name may change we still remain the same experienced, passionate and customer focused people, with the same goal – Building Mental Muscles.

We are pleased to be able to offer a Robotics Program at Beaumaris Primary School and look forward to sharing some concepts and ideas with all interested students in Grades 3 - 6.

Costs involved will be $120 tuition per school term (same as chess) plus a small materials fee. The materials fee will depend on the number and age of students and activities run in the program.

Our Robotics Program Includes Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths Concepts

- Autonomy
- Gears
- Design and construction
- Circuits & switches
- Programming
- Electronics

Each session we discuss a new concept and attempt to put that concept into practice with activities and games. The program is supervised by a robotics, engineering, electronics or mechatronics expert who provides tuition and guides the program.

Expression of Interest

My child has expressed interest in being part of a Lunchtime Robotics Program at Beaumaris Primary School (day to be advised; likely Mon or Wed). I understand there will be a tuition cost of $120 plus materials. The materials fee will depend on the number and ages of students enrolled.

Child’s Name: ___________________________________________ Grade: __________

Please return this form to robotics@chesskids.com.au Thank you.

This is an expression of interest only and does NOT commit your child to attend or pay.